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Abstract

People often see mathematics as numbers, calculation and formulas. There are
some factors influencing their perception of mathematics, one of which is the way
teachers teach mathematics. Mathematics should be seen far more than those
images. Mathematicians have defined that mathematics as human endeavour and
along with this Freudenthal has argued that mathematics as human activity. As it is
human activity, students can learn a lot from mathematics including character and
or values. One of the aims of mathematics is to contribute to community they live
in such as to foster social justice. For example, learning about division could
integrate the fairness and unfairness. Becoming wise in distributing things could be
part of this topic. From the mathematics itself, there are many good characteristics
that students can develop. Learning mathematics through open ended problems
would allow students to think ‘would there be any other ways?’. In addition, they
would have the opportunities to see differences and how they would react on
those. Other topics such as logic and proofs have huge spaces to develop students’
character. We believe that mathematics teaching and learning could promote good
character and values.







SGDs to be adressed



What about Mathematics Education?

■ What do people mostly thinking about mathematics?

■ People often see mathematics as numbers, calculation and formulas







These are what people commonly think 
about mathematics…



My believe… 

Mathematics should be seen far more than those images……

■ Mathematics is beautiful…

■ Mathematics is interesting…

■ Mathematics is of course challenging…

■ Mathematics can shape students positive character and personality



Mathematics as human endeavour,
Mathematics as human activity
■ As it is human activity, students can learn a lot from mathematics including 

character and or values. 

■ One of the aims of mathematics is to contribute to community they live in such as to 
foster social justice.



Some simple thoughts about math…

■ Learning about division could integrate the fairness and unfairness. Becoming wise 
in distributing things could be part of this topic. 

■ Learning mathematics through open ended problems would allow students to think 
‘would there be any other ways?’. In addition, they would have the opportunities to 
see differences and how they would react on those.

■ Math show you how the harmony, curiosity, and honesty works hand in hand…





Activity to spark our minds…. and may alter 
our perceptions toward mathematics

■ Do not lie…

■ Be surprise

■ Be amaze

■ Enjoy the journey

■ Activity for Math and value education.pptx



Now, What do you think about 
Mathematics?



Concluding Remarks…

■ Education regardless the subject should and must be able to promote human values

THANK YOU


